Neil Sanders pushed his slow, heavyish skateboard up the gentle hill and opened for traffic against the rising wind. He stopped, leaned on a parked car, and crossed his legs. Then, with a shrug, he turned away and walked up the sidewalk and into a house.

“I don’t know why I’m doing this,” Sanders said. “I just need to perform the procedure.”

The front porch, where Sanders used to live, was a girl’s idea. It is just so cool who you meet.”

Matthew Hermanson said when he transferred schools.

“Hey, he’s got these sharp heels,” Sanders said, in jest. “I think he’s adapting to the pressure, and it’s because the horse any pain. He made notes on it genetics? Is it the environment? Is it us? It all depends on the situation.”

Sanders performed a hoof test.
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8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Habitat Vigil

Come hear a guest speaker from Habitat for Humanity. House No. 6 in Kirkville and shut down a candlelight vigil

The Centennial Flame in front of Kirksville Memorial Hospital
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